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10 October 2019 

Mr. Earl Hope-Pearson 
Development Director 
Egmont Dixon 
 

Dear Mr Earl Hope-Pearson, 

Victoria Street High Level Desktop Assessment (Contaminated Land) 

1 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 

Miro Street Limited (the ‘Client’) have engaged Aurecon New Zealand Limited (Aurecon) to 

prepare a High Level Desktop Assessment (HLDA) in support of the proposed high-density 

residential development at 188-208 Victoria Street, Te Aro, Wellington Central (the site).  

This letter reports on the findings of a desk study to determine whether the ‘piece of land’ 

shown in Drawing 1 (Appendix A) can be described by one of the following:  

(a) an activity or industry described in the HAIL1 is being undertaken on it: 

(b) an activity or industry described in the HAIL has been undertaken on it; 

(c) it is more likely than not that an activity or industry described in the HAIL is being or has 

been undertaken on it. 

The desk study has been conducted in accordance with Section 6(2) of the NES2 by ‘using 

information that is the most up-to-date information about the area where the ‘piece of land’ is 

located’. 

The objective of this HLDA is to support a resource consent application for a discretionary 

activity under Section 11(1) of the NES by demonstrating that these regulations are relevant 

to the site, and that a Preliminary Site Investigation is not therefore required to reach the 

same conclusion.   

The following scope of works was undertaken: 

◼ Review and summary of local information provided by Wellington City Council and 

Greater Wellington Regional Council pertaining to site characteristics, and soil and 

groundwater data in the vicinity of the site;  

◼ Review of historical aerial photographs; 

◼ Provide a statement to whether the NES potentially applies to the ‘piece of land’, and  

◼ Outline at a high level the likely controls required to address potential contamination to 

satisfy requirements of the NES. 

                                                

1 HAIL: Hazardous Activities and Industries List 
2 NES:  Resource Management (National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing 
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011. 
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2 SITE DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Site Identification 

Site identification details are presented in Table 1, and site location plans are provided in 

Appendix A (507237_0001_KF_0001_DWG_01).  

Table 1 Site Identification 

Site Location:  188-208 Victoria Street and 269 Willis Street, Te 

Aro, Wellington. 

Legal Description:  Lot 2 DP 433344; Lot 5 DP 6846; SEC 2 SO 

472109 

Site Coordinates (Latitude/Longitude, 

World Geodesic System 84):  

41.29° S, 174.77° E 

Site Zoning:  Central Area 

Size Size: 0.39 ha 

 

The majority of the site is currently used as a carpark by Wilson Parking, and the south-left 

corner is used as an auto-repairs workshop. 

2.2 Site Location and Description 

The site is a general square shape, located on the corner of Victoria Street, Vivian Street 

and Willis Street. The site is located within central Wellington suburb of Te Aro, 

approximately 760m south-west of Wellington Harbour.  

2.2.1 Topography 

The site is largely flat with a gentle slope to the east, with the site elevated approximately 19-
21 m reduced level (RL). The surrounding area typically slopes to the north-east, towards 
Wellington Harbour.   

2.2.2  Surfacing 

All site surfacing consists asphalt seal, with no unsealed areas currently present. A small 
gravel strip is located on the south-eastern corner of the site and along the eastern 
boundary.   

2.2.3  Site Access 

Vehicle and pedestrian access to the site is via the entranceways on Willis Street and 

Victoria Street. 
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2.3 Surrounding Land Use 

2.3.1 General Use 

The site is bound to the east, west and south by Victoria Street, Willis Street and Vivian 

Street, respectively. A high-rise commercial building is located on the northern boundary 

used by Apex Car Rentals. An automobile repairs garage exists on the south-eastern corner 

of Willis Street and Vivian Street, within the site boundaries. 

Beyond the immediate site boundaries, the surrounding land use includes both commercial 

and high intensity residential. This includes an apartment building for student 

accommodation located west of the site, and a motor lodge to the north-east.   

2.3.2 Noteworthy Activities 

The auto-repairs workshop located within the south-western corner of the site performs 

petrol and diesel vehicle servicing, including brakes and batteries. The storage of hazardous 

goods is commonly associated with these activities. 

There is also a service station located approximately 120m east of the site.  

3 SITE HISTORY 

3.1 Review of Historical Aerial Photography 

A review of historical aerial (overhead) photography, available from Retrolens and AC 

Geomaps (accessed on 9 September 2019), was undertaken.  A summary of the findings is 

presented in Table 2.  Copies of the historical aerial photographs (with the site boundary 

highlighted) are provided in Appendix B. 

Table 2  Summary of Aerial Photography 

Year 

(source) 

Description 

  

1938 

(Retrolens) 

Site and surrounding area are already fully developed. The site consists of 

several commercial/industrial sized structures. The site is bound to the 

north by dwellings/structures, and to the east, west and south by roads.  

1954 

(Retrolens) 

It does not appear that the site or surrounding area has undergone 

significant change. 

1975  

(Retrolens) 

Previous buildings on the site have been demolished, with two commercial 

buildings remaining in the south-western corner beyond the site boundary. 

The surrounding roads have undergone significant changes, including the 

establishment of an offramp from the Wellington Motorway (SH1) that 

connects directly to Vivian Street, a new tunnel (“Wellington Inner City 

Bypass”), and Victoria Street. These roading developments have resulted 

in several surrounding structures being demolished.  
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Year 

(source) 

Description 

  

1986 

(Retrolens) 

The northern and eastern areas of the site appear to be used as a 

carpark. The two structures in the south-western corner are still present, 

with road markings that suggest high-volume (two lane) vehicular access 

may be associated with the northern-most of the two buildings. No 

significant changes to surrounding area.  

2002 

(Google 

Earth) 

Site continues to be used as a carpark. The southern-most of the two 

commercial structures has been demolished. No other significant changes 

to surrounding area have occurred.  

2011-2018 

(Google 

Earth) 

Site appears to be used temporarily for storing shipping containers and 

vehicles, potentially linked to the auto-repairs workshop. This use occurs 

in the Feb 2011 and Sept 2012 aerials, with the site otherwise used as 

carparking. 

3.2 Site Walkover 

A site walkover was conducted on 3 October 2019, with a photographic log included in 

Appendix C. The walkover confirmed the site use as a carpark and as an auto-repairs 

workshop, and showed significant pavement scaring within the current auto-repairs facility 

(Photo 1). No other potentially contaminating sources were identified.  

3.3 Summary of Potential Contaminating Activities 

The historical aerials reviewed in the preceding subsection indicate that the site was 

developed for industrial use prior to the late 1930’s. Following this use and the building 

demolitions, the site was converted into a carpark between 1954 and 1975 and has 

continued this land use to the present day. 

The south-western corner of the site is currently used as an automotive repair garage. 

Historical aerial imagery from 1986 indicates that a high-volume of vehicles had access 

between the two buildings based on two-lane road markings, and this may be associated 

with the northern-most of the two buildings. The current land use could potentially be linked 

with underground storage tanks and small scale on-site dangerous or hazardous goods 

storage. 

4 PIECE OF LAND INFORMATION ASSESSMENT 

This desk study identified that the south-western corner of the site is considered a HAIL 

activity due to its current use as an automobile repair workshop, triggering HAIL F4 (motor 

vehicle workshops). Aerial and site walkover photographs indicate that this land use has 

been occurring since 1986.  

It has also identified the demolition of pre-1938 industrial/commercial buildings. This triggers 

HAIL G5 (Waste disposal to land), as the demolition of historical buildings may have resulted 

in demolition-related waste remaining on site, including heavy metals and asbestos 

containing materials.  
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Under the NES, the site is considered to be a ‘piece of land’, as per clause 6(3) in the NES. 

This is the result of the confirmed HAIL activities undertaken on the site, specifically HAIL F4 

and G5. On this basis, it is considered the NES applies to the site. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations should be considered prior to commencement of re-

development works and as a condition of consent: 

◼ Undertake detailed site investigation (DSI) works to understand the nature and extent of 

potential contamination beneath the site.  This DSI scope will likely consist of 

advancement of test pits and/or bore holes to observe soil conditions at depth and collect 

environmental samples, and installation and sampling of groundwater and/or vapour 

monitoring wells; 

◼ Based on the findings of the DSI, prepare a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) or Contaminated 

Site Management Plan (CSMP) to be implemented during re-development works. 

All additional environmental investigation and risk management planning should be 

undertaken by a suitably qualified environmental practitioner as required by the NES, and 

the investigation report should be provided to Wellington City Council upon completion. 

Aurecon reserve the right to review our conclusions and recommendations in the event 

further information becomes available regarding the history of the site. 

6 EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

6.1.1 Review Scope and Use 

◼ Aurecon has prepared this report for Miro Street Limited, exclusively for its use. It has 

been prepared in accordance with our scope of services and the instructions given by or 

on behalf of Miro Street Limited. Data or opinions contained within the report may not be 

used in other contexts or for any other purposes without Aurecon’s prior review and 

agreement. 

◼ Aurecon accepts no responsibility or liability to any third party for the use of, or reliance 

on, the report by any third party and the use of, or reliance on, the report by any third 

party is at the risk of that party.  

6.1.2 Limits on Investigation and Information 

◼ Only a finite amount of readily-available information has been collected to meet the 

specific technical requirements of the Miro Street Limited’s brief and this report does not 

purport to completely describe all the site’s characteristics and properties. 

◼ This report does not provide a complete assessment of the environmental status of the 

site, and it is limited to the scope defined. In particular, this report does not meet the NES 

definition of a Preliminary Site Investigation. Should further information become available 

regarding the conditions at the site, including previously unknown likely sources of 

contamination, Aurecon reserves the right to review the report in the context of the 

additional information.  
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◼ This report has been prepared for Egmont Dixon for its own use and is based on 

information provided. Aurecon takes no responsibility and disclaims all liability 

whatsoever for any loss or damage that the Egmont Dixon may suffer as a result of using 

or relying on any such information or recommendations contained in this report, except to 

the extent Aurecon expressly indicates in this report that it has verified the information to 

its satisfaction. This report is not to be reproduced either wholly or in part without our prior 

written permission. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

Sarah Cammell     Stanley Howell 

Contaminated Land Specialist   Senior Geo-Environmental Consultant 

 

Enc: Appendix A – Drawings 

 Appendix B – Aerial Photographs 

 Appendix C – Site Walkover Photographs 
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Appendix A 

Drawings 
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Appendix B 

Aerial Photographs 

  



 

 

APPENDIX B – HISTORICAL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 
 

1938 overhead aerial image (courtesy of Retrolens) 

 

 

1954 overhead aerial image (courtesy of Retrolens)  

 

 



 

 

1975 overhead aerial image (courtesy of Retrolens)  

 

 

1986 overhead aerial image (courtesy of Retrolens)  
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Appendix C 

Site Walkover Photographs 

 



Victoria Street 
Appendix C – Site Photographs 

8/10/2019, 507237  
 

Site Visit Photographs 
 

 

Photo 1             Auto-repairs Workshop; pavement scarring evident. 

 

 

 

Photo 2            Western boundary of site - Corner of Willis and Vivian Streets. 



Victoria Street 
Appendix C – Site Photographs 

8/10/2019, 507237  
 
 

 

Photo 3  Site from Victoria Street, looking west. 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4  Site from Willis Street, looking east. 

 



Victoria Street 
Appendix C – Site Photographs 

8/10/2019, 507237  
 
 

 

 

Photo 5  Site from northern boundary. 

 


